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If today I confirm Newton’s theory by dropping a stone to the ground I contribute nothing of

value to science. On the other hand, if tomorrow I confirm a speculative theory implying that

the gravitational attraction between two bodies depends on their temperature, falsifying

Newton’s theory in process, I would have made a significant contribution to scientific

knowledge.

Karl Popper (1902-1994)
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the present work has been to assess lubricating properties of aqueous

surfactant solutions forming surfactant assemblies at surfaces. In particular, the aim has been

to reveal further insights about adsorption and frictional properties of thin surfactant films,

where the physical properties are correlated with the molecular properties of the surfactants.

Several techniques have been employed in order to investigate adsorption, frictional and

visco-elastic properties of surfactant films at solid-liquid interfaces. Instruments, such as: pin

on disc, tribological surface force apparatus (T-SFA), elastohydrodynamic rig (EHD-rig) and

atomic force microscope (AFM) have been employed for characterizing the frictional

behaviour of thin surfactant films. All techniques show advantages and disadvantages for

shear experiments and this matter is discussed in detail.

It is shown that the frictional properties of thin films correlate with molecular properties

of surfactant systems. The latter is characterized through the critical packing parameter, CPP,

of the surfactant system. It is found that good frictional behaviour, and hence film stability, is

obtained when the CPP is such that the surfactant molecules pack into lamellar layers.

Furthermore, it is shown that multi-layered surfactant structures can be formed at surfaces

under high shear conditions. These shear-induced-structures, SIS, have high potential for

further development, not only for industrial applications but also from academic views.

Furthermore, surfactant adsorption phenomena have been carefully investigated using

the QCM technique on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. The results show that the

surface hydrophobicity plays an important role in the adsorption of surfactants, where the

more hydrophobic surfaces results in higher adsorbed amounts. The quantitative evaluation of

the QCM-data has proven to be difficult due to several effects, such as counter-ion effects,

trapped and the presence of bound water in the surfactant layer. A comparison with a more

conventional technique for determining the adsorbed amount, ellipsometry, shows that the

QCM clearly overestimates the adsorbed amount.

Keywords: lubrication, friction, adsorption, surfactants, shear-induced-structures (SIS).
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SAMMANFATTNING

Målsättningen med detta arbete har varit att utvärdera smörjande egenskaper av

vattenbaserade tensidlösningar. Mer speciellt har syftet varit att i detalj utvärdera adsorptions

samt friktionsegenskaper av tunna tensidfilmer, där fysikaliska egenskaper korreleras med

molekylära egenskaper hos de ytaktiva ämnena. Ett flertal tekniker har använts för att

bestämma adsorption, friktion samt viskoelastiska egenskaper av tensidaggregat på ytor.

Instrument som, pinne-skiva, den tribologiska ytkraftsapparaten (T-SFA),

elastohydrodynamisk rig (EHD-rig) samt atomkraftsmikroskopi (AFM) har använts för att

karakterisera friktionsbeteende av de tunna tensidfilmerna. Alla tekniker uppvisar fördelar

respektive nackdelar för skjuvningsexperiment och detta är diskuterat i detalj.

Resultaten visar att friktionsegenskaper hos tunna filmer korrelerar med molekylära

egenskaper av tensidfilmen, där de molekylära egenskaperna kan beskrivas genom den

kritiska packningsparametern, CPP för tensidsystemet. Vidare har det visat sig att goda

friktionsegenskaper och därmed filmstabilitet erhålls när CPP är så att tensidmolekylerna kan

packa sig i lamellära skikt. Under vissa förhållanden bildas även multiskikt av tensid vid ytor

under skjuvning. Dessa skjuvinducerade strukturer (SIS) har potential inte bara för

industriella applikationer utan är också av stort akademiskt intresse.

Tensidadsorption har studerats med kvarts kristall mikrovåg (QCM) tekniken både på

hydrofila och hydrofoba ytor. Ythydrofobiciteten spelar en avgörande roll för

tensidadsorption, där de hydrofoba ytorna uppvisar högst adsorberad mängd. Kvantitativ

utvärdering av QCM data har visat sig komplicerad med avseende på flera effekter som

motjonseffekter samt närvaro av bundet och instängt vatten i tensidskiktet. En jämförelse med

ellipsometri, visar att QCM tekniken kraftigt överskattar den adsorberade mängden.

Nyckelord: smörjning, friktion, adsorption, tensider, skjuvinducerade strukturer.
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SUMMARY OF PAPERS

Paper I

In paper I surfactant adsorption is monitored employing the quartz crystal microbalance,

QCM, technique. In particular, cationic and nonionic surfactant adsorption is investigated on

surfaces displaying different hydrophobicity. The hydrophobicity is changed by the use of

mixed hydrophilic and hydrophobic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). By increasing the

fraction of methyl groups at the substrate the adsorption of both cationic and nonionic

surfactant is increased. At 25 to 50 % of surface coverage of SH-C16 groups there is a

transition from a micellar to a monolayer state of the surfactant at the surface. The lack of

corresponding change in dissipation factor makes us conclude that the dissipation factor

cannot resolve visco-elastic changes in thin surfactant films. Furthermore, the contribution of

the counter-ion to the detected adsorbed amount is discussed.

Paper II

In paper II we compare two different techniques for studying surfactant adsorption, namely

the ellipsometry and the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) techniques. Adsorption of a

nonionic surfactant is investigated on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. The

similarity of the substrates employed for the two different techniques is verified by surface

roughness and contact angle determination.

The results clearly show that the QCM technique overestimates the adsorbed amount. This is

discussed in terms of bound and trapped water within the surfactant layer at the surface. In

addition it is shown that it is not possible to distinguish between a monolayer and micellar

surfactant layer adsorbed on the surface, as interpreted from the dissipation factor (QCM-

DTM).
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Paper III

In paper III we attempt to correlate the surfactant bulk structure to frictional properties as

probed by the pin on disc apparatus. No general trends correlating aggregate shape and

friction coefficient are observed. However, it is seen that the nature of the organic (alcohol)

component is crucial for the wear behaviour.

Surfactant mixtures, viz. a cationic and nonionic surfactant show optimum performance when

one of the components are in deficit or excess. At equal molar composition of cationic and

non-ionic surfactant no lubricating film is formed.

Paper IV

In paper IV the effects of molecular packing at the surface is investigated in terms of visco-

elastic properties of a thin surfactant films as probed by the tribological surface force

apparatus (T-SFA). The surfactant packing at the surface is changed upon addition of salt and

thereby reducing the head-group repulsion, resulting in a more compact surfactant layer. As

expected, a more closely packed surfactant film results in higher elasticity modulus of the thin

surfactant layer.

In addition, the surfactant organization at the surface can change during shear. Here, a

transition from a thin surfactant film (20 Å) to a thicker film (200 Å) is observed after shear at

high contact pressure. The latter result is interpreted as a change in orientation, from a parallel

to a perpendicular alignment of the surfactant at the surface.

Paper V

In paper V a single chain surfactant, Dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) and a

double chain surfactant, Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) are investigated in

terms of film-forming capacity, both at static and dynamic conditions, using a set of different

techniques. It is shown that the double chain surfactant forms a thick surfactant film under

shear (600-800 Å), whereas the single chain surfactant displays poor lubricating properties.

Furthermore, an addition of small amount of DTAB to the DDAB system completely destroys

the lubricating film.
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Paper VI

The aim of paper VI was to correlate the molecular packing of surfactants as obtained from

the quartz crystal microbalance, QCM, technique to frictional properties of thin films,

monitored using the atomic force microscope, AFM. A systematic change of the spacer group

in a gemini surfactant system enabled a simple way of changing the critical packing

parameter, CPP of the system.

A clear trend between adsorbed amount and frictional properties of the surfactant layer is

observed. This is discussed in terms of the critical packing parameter and film stability in

relation to lubricating properties of the film. The results enable a prediction of the lubricating

properties simply by considering the CPP of a given surfactant. A surfactant with a CPP close

to 1 is prone to work as a good lubricant.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation for the research project

The aim of the present work is to assess lubrication properties of binary water and

surfactant solutions. Of special interest is the ability of various surfactant mesophases, such as

lyotropic lamellar liquid crystalline structures, to act as lubricating entities. The structure of a

lamellar liquid crystal is similar to that of graphite in the sense that the binding between the

lamellae is weak compared to the binding between the atoms, or molecules, in the lamellae. In

lamellar liquid crystalline phases the sliding movement is therefore expected to occur between

the layers. When these phases are present at the surfaces they should provide a good

lubrication medium, giving a low friction coefficient 1. In this study, attention has been given

to correlations between the critical packing parameter of surfactant assemblies, CPP and

frictional properties. Subsets of methodologies have been further developed in order to

characterize static and dynamic properties of thin surfactant layers. Adsorption, frictional and

visco-elastic properties is studied using the tribological surface force apparatus (T-SFA),

quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and the atomic force microscope (AFM). Moreover,

surfactant bulk properties are characterized employing static light scattering and neutron

scattering experiments, where the surfactant assembly structure is determined by model fits to

the scattering data.

In addition, there is an overall need for relating surface behaviour to tribological

properties, where tribology for many years has been a science strictly within the mechanical

and materials science divisions. The surface chemistry of lubricating systems has been given

almost no attention in Sweden, except for activities at the Institute for Surface Chemistry and

at the Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Chemistry, Division of Surface

Chemistry.

The impact of this research involves connecting the surface chemistry and the tribology

communities and to reveal and understand the properties of thin surfactant tribofilms, in

particular in comparison to their bulk properties.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Tribology – affecting everyday life

Tribology is the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative motion. The

first tribologists were probably the old Egyptians, who poured water in front of colossus,

which was pulled by hundreds of Egyptians. As early as in the stone-age, friction heat was

used to create fire. Furthermore, in the middle ages, fat from pork was used in order to

lubricate axes of wagons.

It is obvious that our everyday life is strongly affected by phenomena relating to friction

wear and lubrication. For example, hip joints require low friction, both in winter and summer

time, regardless of the outer temperature, which in Sweden can differ as much as 60°C!

However, low friction is not always wanted. When driving a car, high friction is desired

between the wheel and the road surface and also in brakes and clutches. An intermediate

regime of low and high friction is called the ”stick-slip” phenomena, which in the everyday

life can be observed as squeaking hinges, chalks or the feeling when moving your finger over

a glass-surface after cleaning the dishes in the washing machine (using a ”good” detergent).

In industrial applications such as in rolling-mills, both stick and slip are desired in the rolling

gap. In machine elements such as bearings, seals and hydraulic systems, the performance is

strongly correlated to the choice of material, design, surface treatment and lubricant.

An optimization of tribological performance has to consider quality, and savings in

terms of energy, cost and raw material. It has been estimated that about 10 billion kronor

could be saved by the industry in Sweden, simply by applying known tribological principles 2.
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2.2 Elementary aspects of friction

The force known as friction can be viewed upon as the resistance encountered by one

body in moving over another. The concept of friction is introduced early in general courses of

physics, despite this, the area is still yet not fully understood.

If one assumes that friction is the force needed to break interfacial bonds during sliding,

as modeled by for example Baljon and Robbins 3, the surface with the lowest surface energy

should display the lowest adhesive force and give the lowest friction force. But this has been

shown not to be the case in both macroscopic scale 4 and atomic scale 5 friction. On the other

hand, from a thermodynamic approach, friction will not exist if the changes are slow enough.

It is obvious that friction is not caused by a single mechanism, rather a big puzzle,

considering factors such as, constitution of interfaces, roughness, time scales, inertia, thermal

effects, history of loading, wear/failure, presence or absence of lubricants, cohesion forces

between the molecules, adsorption strength, defects in the film, etc. The interested reader is

recommended to follow the literature treating: ideas about the complexity of tribology, origins

of friction, properties of lubricating films and the mechanics/chemistry of solids in sliding

contacts 6 - 17.

Despite the complexity, the friction force ( F ) in most cases scales with the applied

load ( L  ), as described by the classical Amontons law, by Guillaume Amonton (1663-1705),

(first applied by Leonardo Da Vinci, 1452-1519):

µ = =
F

L
Const  (2.1)

whereµ  is known as the friction coefficient.

This is a very simple law, but for many cases it is surprisingly well-obeyed 18. The equation

states that friction is independent of apparent contact area. The physical interpretation of this

is that the real area of contact is in most cases proportional to the applied load. Moreover, the

equation also assumes an independence of sliding velocity and considers non-adhering

surfaces.
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2.3 Lubrication- four regimes in fluid film lubrication

According to Hamrock 19 four different regimes of fluid film lubrication can be defined,

viz. boundary, mixed, elastohydrodynamic and hydrodynamic regime, which is illustrated by

the Stribeck curve 20 in Fig. 2.1. A film parameter, Λ , is used to define the different regimes:

Λ =

+





h

R Rq a q b

min

, ,
2 2

 (2.2)

where Rq a,  is the surface finish of surface a (rms), Rq b,  is the surface finish of surface b and

hmin  is the minimum film thickness separating the two surfaces.

In the boundary regime the load is carried by the surface asperities that are in contact,

whereas in the other regimes the pressure build up in the film becomes successively more

important for keeping the surfaces apart. In full-film lubrication (i.e. hydrodynamic

lubrication), the surfaces are separated by a thick lubricant film, whereas in boundary

lubrication the performance essentially depends on the boundary film. In the mixed region,

both the bulk lubricant and the boundary film play a role.

Fig. 2.1 Illustration of the Stribeck curve, displaying the different regimes of lubrication.
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A tribosystem operating under low sliding speeds and high loads gives in most cases no

full-film separating the opposing surfaces. Under these conditions the properties of adsorbed

layers or the chemistry of the interfacial region between the tribosurfaces and the lubricant are

important. In commercial oils, different additives are used to prevent direct metal to metal

contact. The additives can either adsorb onto the sliding surfaces or react with the surfaces,

forming in both cases a layer, which has low shear modulus. As early as in the 20s Hardy 21

understood the importance of preventing true molecular contact by using friction modifiers.

Hardy showed that a single monolayer is sufficient to avoid the complications caused by bare

surfaces in direct contact.

Today, a complete understanding of the frictional behaviour of thin films does not exist

and a number of paper deals with this topic 22 - 31. Parameters affecting the function of an

additive in a tribocontact are for example, molecular structure, adsorbate orientation,

adsorption strength, strength of the intermolecular interactions. In particular, viscoelastic

properties of thin film are a matter of debate 26, 32. Molecules attached to surfaces in a thin film

are confined, i.e. they are restricted to move and relax due to that they are entrapped in a

confined space. The latter problem is addressed by for example Thompson and Robbins 33

using molecular dynamics calculations. It is shown that confined layers undergo a solid-liquid

phase transition, a so-called shear-melting transition.
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3. SURFACTANTS

Classification of surfactants can be made from the nature of the polar group, such as

non-ionics, anionics and cationics. Lately, special attention has been given to another class of

surfactants, viz. dimeric surfactants 34 - 42. Dimeric, or gemini, surfactants are composed of

two hydrophobic tails and two head-groups linked together with a spacer group. The dimeric

surfactants have a lower CMC (critical micelle concentration) compared to their single

chained analogue. This results in better utilization regarding foamability, antibacterial

activity, solubilization and wetting. In addition, some of the gemini surfactants display very

interesting rheological properties even at very low concentrations 43.

3.1 Surfactant assemblies in solution

It is well known that surfactants spontaneously form thermodynamically stable

associated structures in aqueous solution. Such structuring renders micellar, hexagonal,

lamellar, cubic, sponge like, inverse hexagonal and reversed micellar phases depending on the

structure of the surfactant, its concentration and for surfactant mixtures its composition. An

example of different surfactant assemblies is given in Fig. 3.1. For ionic surfactants the ionic

strength influences the structure of the surfactant assemblies, external variables such as

temperature and pressure are also important.

Fig. 3.1 Illustration of different surfactant self-assembly structures, where a spherical micelle,

cylindrical micelle and a lamellar phase is shown.
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These associated structures form spontaneously and the size of these aggregates are

determined by a balance of several free energy contributions 44, 45, where the main driving

force for aggregation is the tendency of hydrocarbon and water not to mix, viz. the

hydrophobic effect.

The simplest model for describing self-assembly in surfactant solutions, the critical

packing parameter 44 is based on geometrical considerations and defined as follows:

CPP
v

la
=  (3.1)

The critical packing parameter, CPP, is a relation between the volume of the hydrophobic

part of the surfactant tail, v  , the extended length, l  and a , the optimal head-group area of a

surfactant molecule. The volume (given in cubic nanometers) of the hydrophobic part of the

surfactant molecule can be calculated from the following:

v n nc Me= +0 027. ( )  (3.2)

where nc  is the total number of carbon atoms per chain and nMe  is the number of methyl

groups which are twice the size of a CH2 group. Furthermore, the maximum length, l  (nm) of

a fully extended hydrocarbon chain is given by:

l nc= +0 15 0 127. .  (3.3)

However, the most difficult parameter to determine is the area per headgroup, a , which for

ionic surfactants is sensitive for both electrolyte and surfactant concentration. Thus, a  is an

experimentally determined parameter. In this work, the actual CPP value is not calculated, but

only the trends are considered. Despite this, the model is useful for predicting the features in

surfactant self-assembly, where for example a micellar system display a CPP < 1/3, a

hexagonal system show a CPP in between 1/3 and 1/2 and a lamellar phase has a CPP around

1, also illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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An increase of CPP for a single chain ionic surfactant can be accomplished by i)

increasing the length of the hydrocarbon chain, where 
v

l
 will be constant but a  will decrease

due to larger chain attraction ii) addition of salt, whereby reducing a  iii) increase the

branching of the chain, whereby reducing l  for a given v  iv) use surfactants with two

hydrocarbon chains, that increases v  but leaves l  unaffected v) addition of a surfactant with

opposite charge, that results in a reduction of a .

3.2 Surfactant assemblies at surfaces

When there is an affinity of the surfactants for a surface, which is almost always the

case, albeit small, surfactant self-assembled structures will adsorb at the surfaces. Recent

work using the AFM has shown that surfaces induce different aggregate packing symmetry as

compared to surface assembly structures in solution 41, 46 - 48. For example, aggregates formed

from cationic gemini surfactants at mica surfaces (negatively charged) have lower curvature

and/or greater degree of ordering than in the bulk solution. It seems that the mica surface acts

as a counter-ion allowing a closer packing of the head-groups at the mica interface than in

bulk solution.

This adsorption is akin to the condensation of a vapour at a surface or the adsorption of

a polymer at a surface. In analogy, most surfaces in contact with a surfactant solution

containing an associated structure will be coated with this structure, but the structure will be

perturbed by the interaction with the surface. We note in passing that there is no need for a

strong interaction between the surfactants and the surface since the surfactant aggregate in

total will be strongly anchored to the surface through many adsorption points.

3.3 Shear-induced surfactant assemblies in solution

The rheology of a lamellar structure, or a dispersion of a lamellar phase in water, is very

sensitive to orientation effects. The parallel orientation of the lamellae is not very stable in

shear flow. Materials with a lamellar structure show a rich variety of shear-induced states 49 -

54. It is for example observed that upon shearing a lamellar system, a multi-lamellar vesicle

system, MLV, (onion phase) can be formed under certain conditions 55. At higher shear rates a

transition from MLV:s into small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) is observed 55, 56.
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The vesicle phase has interesting rheological properties where the charged multilamellar

structure has elastic properties and a high yield stress. Upon shear, the elasticity modulus

increases, which could be understood in terms of stripping off vesicle shells resulting in the

build up of new and smaller vesicles 56.

3.4 Liquid crystalline systems in lubrication

There are two main groups of liquid crystals. Some compounds show a liquid

crystalline state in a given concentration range (an intermediate stage between the solid and

the dilute homogeneous solution), these are the lyotropic liquid crystals. Whereas, others will

be in the liquid crystalline state in a given temperature range (intermediate between the

molecular solid and the isotropic liquids), they are named thermotropic liquid crystals. Most

previous studies have been performed on non-aqueous liquid crystalline systems,

thermotropic liquid crystals, such as nematics and smectics.

In this study the attention has mainly been focused on low viscous aqueous surfactant

system (lyotropic liquid crystals). This was chosen mainly due to the experience of very long

relaxation times for high viscous samples like liquid crystalline materials. Initial studies on

the thin film behaviour (using the T-SFA) of lamellar liquid crystalline phases showed

painfully slow relaxation behaviour and also poor repeatability of the results (unpublished

work). Some of the difficulties encountered upon shearing surfactant solutions, especially

liquid crystalline samples, are commented on in section 3.5. It is worthwhile mentioning some

of the already existing work done in the area, even though the literature only contains a

limited number of studies, focusing mainly on the shear behaviour of highly concentrated

liquid crystalline systems.

It has been shown that the thermotropics can display traction coefficients lower than for

several commercial greases 57. Further, it has been of interest to correlate effects of molecular

structure in smectic 58 and nematic liquid crystals with the friction coefficient (under

elastohydrodynamic conditions). Fischer et al. 58 have found that smectic liquid crystals are

quite different from Newtonian fluids, having notably very small dependence of the friction

coefficient on velocity, and maintaining full-film lubrication at high load and low velocity.
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Attempts have been made in order to link the flexibility of the alkyl group to frictional

properties of liquid crystalline systems. It has been shown that the number of carbons of a

flexible moiety of a molecule has no influence on the friction coefficient, whereas the

molecular structure of the rigid moiety of the molecule has an influence 59. In addition, there

are studies of lamellar phases that display no correlation between the thickness of neither the

hydrocarbon layer, nor the solvent layer to frictional properties 1, 60, 61. The latter observation

is interpreted as a result of the location of the shear plane, which for these systems is assumed

to be within the polar liquid (In systems where the amphiphilic layers are organized with the

hydrocarbon chains back-to–back and the polar groups separated by a polar solvent.).

Moreover, the effects of shear and confinement on thermotropics have been studied using the

tribological surface force apparatus, where it is found that both confinement and flow induces

an improved positional and orientational order of the liquid crystal system 62.

Furthermore, it is known that by modifying lamellar structures, the load-carrying ability

of the liquid crystals can be improved. For example a partial polymerization in combination

with solubilization of different substances have been found to give better lubricating

properties 63. In addition, liquid crystals have also been reported as lubricant additives 64,

where the addition of liquid crystals in base oils lower the friction coefficient. An addition of

for example, cyanobiphenyl to a polyglycol ester diminished the friction coefficient by a

factor of 10, also suppressing the initial high friction at low speed 65. Furthermore the

lubrication is maintained over 1000 hours. Also, an addition of a cholesterol ester to a silicone

oil gives similar effects 66.

As of today there exist no rigorous understanding of the field (different studies are

sometimes contradictory), possibly due to complexities of the systems (commented on in

section 3.5). My impression of this field is that too many parameters are varied

simultaneously in a non-systematic way to allow a thorough understanding to be built up.
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3.5 The complexity of shearing surfactant assemblies

As mentioned in the introduction, different surfactant assembly structures form in bulk

solution, compared to at surfaces under static conditions. Under shear, surfactant assemblies

in bulk solution and at surfaces can reform, be destroyed or change structure.

There are several complications in the understanding on how surfactant aggregates

behave under shear flow as reviewed by Rounds 67. Slippage can occur within a lamellar

liquid crystalline phase during measurement (it is thus difficult to know where the shear plane

is). Furthermore, sample handling and the occurrence of defects and impurities within an

ordered phase can affect the surfactant behaviour during shear. However, the most difficult

problem seems to be the presence of defects in the structure 67. Horn and Kleman showed that

if liquid crystal defects are present, the viscosity will be significantly influenced 68.

Unfortunately, the set of techniques used in this work gives limited information

regarding several of the effects described above.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In this work a number of techniques have been used. It is not the aim to cover all

techniques in this section, but merely to highlight the important features including the

advantages and limitations of mainly the tribological testing methods.

4.1 Interaction forces, thin film rheology and film formation

The study of surfaces has undergone an explosive development over the past few

decades with the advent of ultra-high vacuum capabilities for preparing and maintaining well-

characterized surfaces. This research area has been further developed by the invention of an

almost overwhelming array of analytical techniques that can probe the surface and boundary

regions as reviewed by Somorjai 69. These developments have opened up a wide range of

strategies that allow tribological phenomena to be understood at an unprecedented level. More

recently, the scanning probe microscopes (STM, AFM), which were developed in the 1980s,

have spawned an entirely new field: that of nanotribology, i.e. the study of the atomic-scale

phenomena that are ultimately responsible for macroscopic tribological behaviour. At the

same time, there has been a new development regarding the measurements of surface forces

under dynamic conditions: viz. the surface force apparatus, SFA, has been developed to

measure dynamic forces 70 - 79. Such surface force instruments are in general limited to

measurements between molecular smooth surfaces, preferably mica surfaces. As today,

several SFA studies use other substrates than mica, such as: silica 80, 81, alumina 82, 83, and

silicon nitride 84.

4.1.1 Tribological surface force apparatus (T-SFA)

The mechanical part of the surface force apparatus, i.e. the SFA basic unit, friction

device and bimorph slider are manufactured by SurForce Corporation, Santa Barbara, USA.

The control system and data acquisition system are developed at YKI, Sweden (within this

research project).

The T-SFA 85 (Fig. 4.1) enables accurate measurements of both normal and frictional

forces. The surfaces used in the surface force apparatus must be mounted in a crossed-

cylinder geometry to get a well-defined contact area. The separation of the surfaces is

obtained from the multiple beam interferometry technique 86, giving a determination of the
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surface separation with the accuracy of 1-2 Å. The surfaces used are preferentially mica, due

to the requirement of smooth, optically transparent surfaces.

By measuring the deflection of a spring onto which the lower surface is mounted,

normal force can be obtained. The force can then be obtained from the difference between the

expected and measured change in separation by applying Hooke´s law. In order to be able to

compare results from different experiments the force needs to be normalized with the radius

of the interacting surfaces, since the magnitude of the interaction between crossed cylinders

depends on the radius.

Fig. 4.1 Schematic picture of the tribological surface force apparatus (T-SFA).

For making viscoelastic measurements, one of the surfaces can be vibrated in the

vertical or horizontal plane. This is achieved by applying an ac current to a bimorph (Fig.

4.2), where one bimorph is made of two piezoelectric couples. The outer parts of the

bimorphs are covered with a thin layer of conducting material to serve as electrodes for

electrical connections. Two piezoelectric sheets form a bimorph and the polarity must be

reversed relative to each other to produce a net bending of the bimorph. For applied voltages

of less than 100V the lateral displacement is proportional to the applied voltage. The upper

surface is connected to a couple of springs and onto the springs a couple of strain gauges are

attached, this device is called the friction device (see Fig. 4.2). The strain gages are in turn

connected to a Wheatstone bridge and a strain gauge amplifier.
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Fig. 4.2 Schematic illustration of the bimorph slider attachment and friction device.

4.1.1.1 Friction device and bimorph slider calibration

The friction device is clamped to a rigid support with the supporting arm in a vertical

position. Small weights are placed on the supporting arm and the deflection is measured using

a microscope and at the same time the responce from the amplifier-bridge is stored. A mean

value for the responce of each weight is calculated and then the data is plotted to fit a linear

equation defining the force-displacement and the voltage-displacement factors. Influence of

air draughts and temperature drifts are minimized. The procedure is repeated to check for

symmetry by rotating the arm 180°.

The bimorph slider is calibrated in a similar way by applying a voltage to the bimorph,

and at the same time measuring the deflection by using a microscope. A voltage-displacement

factor is defined from a linear fit of the data.
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4.1.1.2 Equations of motion for the T-SFA

Upon oscillation the system is described as two coupled damped harmonic oscillators

(Fig. 4.3), represented by the following equations (derivation from 85):

m
d x

dt
K x

dx

dt

dx

dt

dy

dt
F e

m
d y

dt
K y

dy

dt

dx

dt

dy

dt
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i t
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2 0

2

2
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(4.1)

Index x  represents the bimorph slider and index y  represents the friction device, ( )x y−  is

the relative lateral displacement of the lower and upper surface, Kx , Ky  are the spring

constants, κ  represents the damping of the film. A simplification of the expressions is made

assuming that inertia terms ( m
d x

dtx

2

2
and m

d y

dty

2

2
 ) can be neglected at driving frequencies

lower than the resonant frequency (which in our case is approximately 200 Hz).

Fig. 4.3 Illustration of a mechanical representation of the T-SFA.
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It is further assumed that the damping of the driver (κ x ) and the detector (κ y ) can be

neglected (as compared to κ  ) and the stiffness of the bimorph driver is much larger than for

the friction force measuring spring ( Kx  >> Ky  ). These assumptions simplify the above

given equations to:

x F K e A e

K y

x
i t i t

y

= ( ) =

− =

0 0

0

/ ω ω

κν
(4.2)

where κ κν( )
dx

dt

dy

dt
− = . Moreover, the oscillatory responce as measured by the friction

device has the following form:

y A ey
i t= +( )ω φ  (4.3)

The amplitude and the phase of the detected responce have the following form:
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This leads to an expression for the damping coefficient given by the following relation:

κ
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2

1/
tan

 (4.5)

The latter equation is similar irrespective if the oscillation is performed in plane our out of

plane. However, the main difference between different shearing modes is the damping

coefficient, which depends on the viscosity and the surface geometry parameter Ω .
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The expression for the geometry factor, Ω  for a non-rotating sphere moving parallel to a flat

surface 87 is given by the following expression:
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where R  > D  and R  is defined as the hydrodynamic radius, related to the cylinder radius R1

and R2 by 88:

R R R R R2
1 2

3 2

1 22= ( ) +( )/

(4.7)

Assuming linear viscoelasticity, the viscosity is represented by the complex function,

η η ηeff i= ′ − ′′ , where ′η  is the component that is in phase with the applied strain and ′′η

is the component which is 90° out of phase. Solving eq. 4.2 for linear viscoelasticity the

following relation is obtained:
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where f , is the ratio between the incoming amplitude and the detected amplitude, f
A

Ay

= 0 ,

φ  is the phase, Ky , is the spring constant of the friction device and Ω , is a geometrical

parameter. It is noted that ′′η  and ′G  are parameters, which are proportional to the energy

elastically stored in the system.
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On the other hand, ′η  and ′′G , are related to the viscous dissipation (the energy lost per cycle

through thermal losses):

′ = ′′

′′ = ′

G

G

ωη

ωη
(4.9)

The shear rate can be calculated from the following relation:
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Moreover, the maximum shear rate is defined as:
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which can be reduced to:

d

dt

K A

D
y yγ
η

=
Ω

(4.12)

In this work, mainly Reynolds lubrication geometry is considered, since the contact is

not largely deformed in the viscoelastic measurements in paper V.

The assumptions for the above given equations are i) a linear responce, i.e. a sinusoidal

input produces a sinusoidal responce ii) the viscosities and shear moduli depend only on the

frequency and not on the amplitude of the stress or strain, verified on thick films by Luengo et

al. 85.
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4.1.1.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the T-SFA

In order to be able to impose small amplitude shear (in the order of Å displacement), the

attachment “bimorph vibrator” is preferred. The bimorph vibrator 89 - 91 is used for applying a

vertical displacement of the lower surface. This means that the displacement of the bimorph

vibrator can be calibrated from the changes of the fringes as observed in the spectrometer.

Whereas, from in-plane oscillations (parallel to the contact area) as in paper IV, the

calibration has to be made outside the set-up, (the in-plane deflection is not seen on the

fringes), as described in section 4.1.1.1.

In this work amplitudes in the µm range (applied voltages of less than 10V) are used for

the visco-elastic measurements. However, to use the unit for high voltage, the bimorph slider

has to be rebuilt, since it is not properly shielded and not safe to use (even though some

calibration work is performed at higher voltages).

During shear, upon alignment of certain molecules, the distance between the surfaces

changes, which means that to perform a series of measurements in a hard wall contact means

that one has to be careful and observe if the surfaces jump out of contact, which essentially

leads to a very low friction sliding state. Since there is no control loop for the force (or

deflection) this means that one has to be careful when representing the frictional data as

friction coefficients as the applied load will fluctuate.

In tribology one of the ultimate goals is to be able to do molecular dynamics

simulations to predict the behaviour of lubricants. This problem is more easily addressed if

the surfaces are smooth, implying that the model only considers one asperity contact. In order

to understand what load carrying capability certain molecules have on a surface (i.e. how

much load they carry in the absence of wear) the contact area is one very important

parameter. Using the SFA the single asperity contact model is fulfilled. Moreover, Heuberger

et al. have shown using computer simulations how multiple beam interferometry can be used

to get topographic information from SFA measurements 92.

Even though mica is almost never found in a real tribological situation, it must be

considered as a fairly good model for a metal surface, since both surfaces are negatively

charged. Thus, if the aim is to study frictional properties of adsorbed layers and the adsorbed

layer structure formed on metals and mica is similar then the results obtained with mica

surfaces are highly relevant.
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One of the disadvantages with mica is that it is not possible to create chemical reaction

between the surfaces and additives in the lubricant (this could however be studied in the

AFM). However, transfer layers, formed as a result of shearing solid lubricants

(nanoparticles) in an oil can be observed with the T-SFA 93.

4.1.2 Atomic force microscope (AFM)

The AFM can be utilized for several purposes such as imaging, chemical mapping and

force spectroscopy both in normal and lateral direction. In paper VI an AFM (Multimode

SPM, Nanoscope IIIA; Digital Instruments, USA) equipped with a liquid cell was used for

sliding friction measurements (installed at YKI, Sweden), the detail of this technique is

described elsewhere 94. In this set-up the substrate is mounted onto a piezoelectric scanner.

The upper surface is typically a sharp tip or a particle glued onto a cantilever. A laser beam is

focused onto the cantilever and reflected onto a mirror and finally to a quadropole-

photodetector. Both the bending and twisting of the cantilever are recorded. Calibration of the

torsion spring constant can be carried out according to the method of Feiler et al. 95 or by the

method development by Bogdanovic et al. 96.

4.1.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages using the AFM

Comparing the two nanofrictional techniques, T-SFA the AFM, one finds that AFM is a

more user-friendly technique. The AFM enables a controlled and fast manner to perform

shear measurements (similar measurements using the SFA are slowed down at least by a

factor of 60). Despite this, there are some disadvantages using the AFM, where one is the lack

of knowledge about the real area of contact. However, it is possible to extract this information

by using contact mechanics theories 97 - 99. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine the exact

film thickness of the adsorbed layer in the AFM measurements, whereas this is the ultimate

strength of the SFA. Further, using the SFA, it is always possible to ensure a wearless

experiment, by the observation of the fringe pattern in the spectrometer or the contact in the

microscope 100. The fringe pattern will change to a less sharp, irregular and spiky shape if

wear occurs. The latter possibility ascertains that only the properties of the lubricant film are

investigated. Similar possibilities of direct visualization of the contact, is not possible with the

AFM.
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4.1.3 Elastohydrodynamic rig (EHD-rig)

The elastohydrodynamic film thickness was measured using ultra-thin film

interferometry at Imperial College, London, UK. The technique (see Fig. 4.4) has previously

been described elsewhere 101. A contact is formed between the flat surface of a rotating glass

disc and a stainless steel ball with a diameter of 19.05 mm. The glass disc is coated with a

thin semi-reflective layer of chromium with a silica layer of approximately 500 nm on top.

The film thickness is measured using interference between two beams of which one is

reflected on the chromium layer whilst the other passes through the spacer layer (and any

lubricant film present) and is reflected on the steel ball. The presence of the spacer layer

ensures that interference will occur even when no lubricant film is present.

The lubricant film thickness is calculated from the difference between the measured

film thickness and the thickness of the silica layer in the spacer layer 102. Prior to the

measurement the thickness is measured for multiple sampling points. The inferred light from

a strip across the contact is passed into a spectrometer where it is dispersed and detected by a

solid state, black and white TV camera. A frame grabber is used to capture the image and a

microcomputer program determines the wavelength of maximum constructive interference in

the central region of the contact.

Fig. 4.4 Schematic illustration of the EHD-rig.
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4.1.3.1 Advantages and disadvantages using the EHD-rig

Comparing the AFM and the EHD technique the large advantage with the EHD-rig is

the possibility of getting the absolute layer thickness. However, using the EHD apparatus

there is a limitation that one of the surface must be semitransparent for the distance

determination. Furthermore, using the EHD-rig, the degree of slip can be changed and thus it

is possible to perform the measurements under pure sliding up to pure rolling. This makes the

test-rig suitable for mimicking for example a rolling element such as bearings, as well as to

study phenomena such as replenishment of lubricants.

Moreover, compared to the SFA, the EHD-rig uses at least one real surface with

realistic surface roughness. However, in paper V we note with interest that the same static

film thickness is achieved for different surfaces, mica and steel/silica respectively (using the

same surfactant system).

4.2 Macroscopic friction

4.2.1 Pin on disc

For a survey of macroscopic tribological testing methods the interested reader is

referred to the literature, such as the to the review given by Makela 103.

The mechanical parts of the pin on disc (Fig. 4.5), are manufactured by the National

Finnish Research Center, VTT, whereas the control system and data acquisition system have

been developed at YKI, Sweden (within this research project). In addition, a system for

controlling the temperature of the lubricant has been implemented at YKI, enabling

measurements from room temperature to about 80°C.

The rig is designed for running a rotating disc and a fixed pin, which in most cases is a

ball bearing of variable dimension. The disc rotates and the ball slides at a chosen radius from

the center of the disc. The load, L, can either be constant or linearly increasing and it is

applied to the disc as it rotates at a given speed. The tangential restraining force, F, on the ball

is recorded continuously using a transducer from Nobel Electronic, C2G1-3K, giving the

friction coefficient,µ , as F / L.
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Fig. 4.5 Schematic illustration of the pin on disc apparatus.

4.2.1.1 Wear analysis

The wear is characterized from measuring the diameter of the wear scar of the pin.

Given the radius of the pin the worn half sphere is calculated from the following formula:

V r r a r r a= − −
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2

2 2 (4.13)

where, r  is the radius of the ball bearing and a  is the measured radius of the wear scar.

Furthermore, the wear is often normalized to the sliding distance. This is not done in paper

III, since the wear is nonlinear in the measurement window for these experiments.

4.2.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages using the pin on disc apparatus

This technique was developed mainly for measuring dry friction between two coated

materials. Lately, the pin on disc has been used for lubrication studies and this work mainly

covers ceramic surfaces sliding in water 104 - 106. Whereas, not much work has been done on

water-based surfactant solutions using tribometers. In section 6.4 we clearly demonstrate the

different tribological behaviour of surfactant systems that can be observed by pin on disc

studies.
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The technique can be used for more viscous fluids as displayed in Fig. 4.6, however

these measurements are not to prefer out of two reasons. First of all, there is no closed

chamber for the fluid, which can result in a starved tribocontact under high rotational speeds.

However, this can be accounted for by continuously applying more solution to the cup.

Second, viscous samples do often have good load carrying capability, which means that the

measurements are performed in the full-film regime with a very low friction coefficient. This

in turn results in the need for detecting a low friction force. However small friction forces will

be affected by the mechanical arm for the loading mechanism, which in itself has some inertia

that contributes to the detected frictional force. For this reason it is not suitable to run the unit

will small loads (less than approximately 8 N). A better solution for applying the load would

be to use a hydraulic loading mechanism, which is also found in the later design of the unit.

In order to use the equipment for full-film conditions, it would be worthwhile

implementing a capacitive or resistive method for film thickness determination.

The above given reasons manifest that the unit should be used for low viscous solutions

in mainly the boundary lubrication regime.
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Fig. 4.6 Pin on disc measurement between a steel pin and a steel disc. The test solution is

continuously applied to the cup (5% CTAB/15% Hexanol in water, at 30°C ). The effect of

stepwise increasing the rotational speed gives in this case a transition between boundary and

full-film lubrication after 10-12 minutes.
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4.3 Adsorption

Adsorption of surfactants at interfaces can be determined by a subset of techniques,

such as surface tension measurements, ellipsometry, UV/visible (vis) spectroscopy,

potentiometry, serum replacement technique, neutron reflectivity, etc. as reviewed by

Kronberg 107. Today, the ellipsometry technique is regarded to be the most advantageous

method for determining surfactant adsorption at solid surfaces. The obvious benefits of using

the ellipsometer are its simplicity, rapidness and non-destructive character. The limitations are

possibly the lack of substrates studied, most frequently, silica and modified silica are

employed (since some types of substrates require a complicated optical model). The QCM

technique (below), on the other hand, has fewer restrictions regarding the choice of substrates.

Using the QCM it is straight-forward to investigate adsorption onto any material that can be

coated onto the quartz crystal.

In this section a short description is made of the QCM whereas for details of

ellipsometry the reader is referred to textbooks 108, 109.

4.3.1 Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)

The quartz crystal microbalance used in this work is a QCM-DT M from Q-sense,

Gothenburg, Sweden, see Fig. 4.7. The basic principles of the technique are described in

detail elsewhere 110. The measurement is based on the principle that a piezoelectric crystal is

caused to oscillate at a characteristic frequency, where the actual oscillation frequency

depends on the piezo material and the manner in which the crystals are sectioned.

In this work the crystals used are AT-cut 111 (cut at an angle 35° from the zx-plane)

providing a fundamental frequency of 5 MHz and a first overtone of 15 MHz. The AT-cut

crystals have low drift in frequency provided that the temperature is in the range between

–30°C and +50°C 112.

An alternating electric field applied onto an AT-cut quartz crystal will induce shear

waves. When the thickness of the quartz crystal equals an integer number, n, of half

wavelengths of the waves, mechanical resonance will occur, as defined by eq. 4.14.
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Fig. 4.7 Schematic illustration of the QCM-DTM.

The quartz crystal’s surfaces will be the antinodes of vibration of a standing wave, when

n is even, the vibrational modes of the two surfaces are in phase. Further, when n is odd the

extensional waves are out of phase (n  = 1 is the fundamental mode, whereas n = 3 is the first

overtone).

f
nv

tq

=
2

(4.14)

where v,  is the velocity of the extensional waves, ( v/f ) is the wavelength, tq is the thickness

of the quartz crystal and n is an odd integer (1,3,5,…). In this work results from the first

overtone is presented, since the first overtone is more surface sensitive than the fundamental

frequency.
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The change in resonance frequency upon adsorption can be converted to adsorbed

amount using the Sauerbrey relation (eq. 4.15) 113 whereas the change in dissipation is a

measure of the visco-elastic properties of the adsorbed layer.
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∆ ∆ ∆
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whereρ q and ν q are the specific density and the shear-wave velocity in quartz, respectively, tq

is the thickness of the quartz crystal, f0 the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode and n

is the shear wave number (ρ q = 2648 kg/m3, ν q = 3340 m/s, tq = 0.33 mm, and f0 = 5 MHz, C

is 17.7 ng cm-2 Hz-1 ).

The Sauerbrey relation rests on the assumption that the deposited mass forms a thin

rigid film and that the mass sensitivity is uniform over the entire surface. Equation (4.15) has

been supported by experimental data up to mass loadings of approximately 2 % 114. There are

various models for converting the frequency shift to mass loadings, however up to

approximately 5 % of mass loading the different models give similar results 115.

This device allows for simultaneous measurement of changes in resonance frequency

and energy dissipation. The energy dissipation is measured on the basis of the principle that

when the driving power to a piezoelectric oscillator is switched off, the voltage over the

crystal decays exponentially and a damped oscillating signal is recorded. Hence, before

disconnection of the driving oscillator, we obtain f, and D is obtained after the disconnection.

The damped oscillating signal can be described as an exponentially damped sinusoidal using

the following:

A t A e wt ct( ) sin( )/= + +−
0

τ ϕ (4.16)

where τ is the decay time, ϕ  is the phase angle and the constant, c is the dc offset. The total

dissipation factor D , is related to the decay time, τ  , according to:

D
f

=
1

0π τ
(4.17)

where f0 is the fundamental frequency. The dissipation factor is expected to reflect the visco-

elasticity of the adsorbed surfactant layer.
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4.3.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages using the QCM

In paper II, a careful investigation was made in order to identify possible limits of the

quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technique in surfactant adsorption studies. This was

motivated by a lack of studies dealing with this subject. The fact that the QCM measures the

frequency shift, which can be converted to a mass change, implies that any bound or trapped

water will affect the result. It is seen in paper II, for ethylene oxide-based surfactants, which

are prone to bind water, that the QCM technique overestimates the adsorbed amount with

approximately 100%. This means that the technique is more suitable for qualitative and

comparative purposes. Moreover in paper I, the effects of counter-ions incorporated in the

adsorbed layer structure are discussed. The results both in paper I and paper II, clearly show

that it is essential to be careful upon converting the frequency shift to adsorbed amount and

area per surfactant. However, the technique is regarded to be useful for comparative studies,

especially since there are no major restrictions concerning the choice of substrate (any

material that can be coated onto the crystal can easily be studied).

Furthermore, we were interested in determining the importance of the spacer length of a

gemini surfactant series (paper VI), for the adsorbed amount and the visco-elastic properties

of thin surfactant layer. Surprisingly, no correlation between spacer length and dissipation

factor was observed. This indicates that the resolution of the dissipation value from QCM-DTM

measurements is not sufficient to describe the visco-elastic character of thin surfactant films.

4.4 Surfactant solution characterization

For some basic theories of small angle scattering the interested reader is referred to

textbooks 116. The purpose of this chapter is to shortly describe the experimental details of the

scattering methods used for characterizing the surfactant assemblies formed in a mixed

cationic surfactant system. By modeling scattering data, the size, distribution and shape of

surfactant aggregates can be determined. For a detailed picture of the model fits used for the

scattering data, the reader is recommended to follow the work done for example by Bergström

and Pedersen et al. 117 - 120.
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4.4.1 Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)

The SANS experiments were performed on the SANS1 instrument at the research

reactor of GKSS in Geestacht, Germany 121. A range of scattering vectors from 0.008 to 0.25

Å-1 was covered by one neutron wavelength (8.5 Å) and five sample to detector distances. The

wavelength resolution was 10% (full-width-at-half-maximum value).

The samples investigated with SANS were kept in quartz cells (Hellma) with a path

length of either 2 or 5 mm, depending on the surfactant concentration. The raw spectra were

corrected for background from the solvent, sample cell, and other sources by conventional

procedures 122. The two dimensional isotropic scattering spectra were azimuthally averaged,

converted to an absolute scale and corrected for detector efficiency by dividing with the

incoherent scattering spectra of pure water 123. The scattering intensity was furthermore

normalized by dividing with concentrations of solute (DTAB and DDAB).

Throughout the SANS data analysis, corrections were made for instrumental smearing.

For each instrumental setting, the ideal model scattering curves were smeared by the

appropriate resolution function when the model scattering intensity was compared with the

measured one by means of least-squares methods. The parameters in the model were

optimized by means of least-squares methods and the errors were calculated by conventional

methods.

4.4.2 Static light scattering

Static light scattering (SLS) measurements were performed at Physical Chemistry,

Uppsala, Sweden using a Spectraphysics He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 633 nm.

Experiments were performed at different angles between 30°-143°, corresponding to q values

in the range of 0.927E-4 to 0.00327 and three individual measurements were taken and

averaged for each angle. The data were then converted into absolute scale intensities using

toluene as a standard. Instead of measuring absolute intensity, the Raleigh ratio of the excess

intensity, I I Iexcess sample solvent= − , is obtained by normalizing the data to a reference solution,

in this case toluene with a known Raleigh ratio, R tolΘ , , according to 124:

R R
I I

I

n

ntol

sample solvent

tol tol
Θ Θ=

− 









,

0

2

(4.18)
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where Itol  is the intensity scattered by toluene, n0  and ntolare the refractive indices of the

solvent and toluene, respectively.

4. 5 Surface topography characterization

Surface topography characterization techniques can be classified in to two categories,

scale-dependent and scale-independent. Almost all surface parameters are scale dependent,

which means that the choice of scan size, sample interval and stylus size will affect the

roughness parameters 125. This means that surface roughness parameters are only meaningful

for specified measurement conditions. However with another approach, using fractal analysis,

the scale characteristics of the surfaces becomes independent of measurement scale. 126.

4.5.1 Profilometer

A profilometer, Zygo View 5010, was employed for characterizing surface roughness of

tribosurfaces and the surfaces used for adsorption studies. The system uses white light

interferometry to image test surfaces and provides surface structural analysis without

contacting the surface. An interferometric objective is scanned perpendicular to the test

surface (along the z-axis), acquiring an array of interferograms, each representing the

variation in intensity of a certain x and y plane. The interferograms are then transformed using

frequency domain analysis and finally resulting in a 3D surface height map. The vertical

resolution in this instrument is 1 Å, independent of microscope magnification and the lateral

resolution is at best around 0.9 µm (depending on the magnification).

Each surface roughness parameter of engineered surfaces can only describe one aspect

of the topography. Therefore it is common to classify the parameters into a number of groups,

such as amplitude, spatial, hybrid and functional parameters 127. The amplitude parameters

describe extreme characteristics, shape of distribution and statistical characteristics. Spatial or

spacing parameters describe the horizontal distances between irregularities in the profile.

Moreover, hybrid parameters relate to both the amplitude and spacing parameters of surface

irregularities. On the other hand, functional parameters describe a certain function relating to

a manufacturing processes and a functional performance.

In this work, the surfaces are characterized by using amplitude parameters such as the

average surface roughness, Ra  or the root mean square roughness, Rq .
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The Ra value is the average deviation of all points from a plane fit of the test surface,

according to (see also Fig. 4.8):

R
L

z x dxa

L

= ∫
1

0

( ) (4.19)

The standard deviation of the profile heights Rq  (Rms) is defined as:

R
L

z x dxq

L

= ∫
1 2

0

( ) (4.20)

Fig. 4.8 Illustration of the average roughness, Ra; z(x)  is the surface height in point x  relative

to a mean line and L is the overall length of the profile under examination.
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5. SYSTEMS

5.1 Surfactants

In this work, mainly cationic surfactants are studied, with a hydrocarbon chain length of

C12 or longer. The CMC values of all surfactants studied are summarized in Table 5.1.

In paper III cationic (CTAB, Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) and anionic (SOBS,

Sodium octylbenzene sulfonate and SOS, Sodium octyl sulfate) surfactants are tested in terms

of macroscopic friction behaviour at elevated temperature, 30°C. The latter temperature is

chosen in order to avoid working below the Krafft point, where the surfactant will precipitate

out of solution, as hydrated crystals.

In paper IV a C16 cationic surfactant (CTASal, Cetyltrimethylammonium salicylate) is

studied, since this surfactant is prone to form closely packed rod-like micelles in bulk

solution.

Further, a double (DDAB, Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide) and single chain

(DTAB, Dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide) cationic surfactant and mixtures thereof are

investigated in paper V (see Fig. 5.1).

CH3

N

CH3

Br-

CH3

CH3

N

CH3

Br-

DTAB

DDAB

Fig. 5.1 Illustration of Dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide, DTAB and Didodecyl-

dimethylammonium bromide, DDAB.
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Surfactants usually contain one polar group, but gemini (dimeric) surfactants have two

hydrophobic tails and two head-groups linked together with a spacer. In paper VI a series of

gemini surfactants, viz. alkanediyl α ω, -bis(alkyldimethylammonium bromide) or

(CnH2n+1)[N
+(CH3)2](CH2)s[N

+(CH3)2] (CmH2m+1) 2Br-, (m=n=12) with a C12 backbone are

investigated (varying the length of a polymethylene spacer (CH2)s).

Table 5.1 List of CMC of studied surfactants. The CMC value for the gemini surfactants were

determined by Alami et al. 34, whereas the other CMC values are found in the textbook by

Jönsson et al. 128.

Type of

surfactant

Surfactant Critical micelle

concentration [mM]

cationic DTAB 15

DDAB 0.08

CTAB 0.92

CTASal 0.15

gemini 12-3-12 0.96

(cationic) 12-6-12 1.03

12-8-12 0.83

12-12-12 0.37

anionic SOS 133

SOBS 14.7

nonionic C14EO6 0.01

C12EO8 0.092
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5.2 Substrates

All surface force studies are performed using muscovite mica surfaces. Mica is a

layered mineral consisting of 10 Å thick sheets of aluminosilicate separated by potassium

ions. Mica has the ideal formula, KAl2(AlSi3)O10(OH)2 and each layer is strongly negatively

charged. The negatively charges in the layers are in the crystal compensated by potassium

ions located between the layers. The surface roughness of mica is less than 1 Å, determined

with profilometry over an area of 0.18 x 0.13 mm.

The adsorption measurements were mainly performed at gold surfaces. In paper I,

functionalized SAMs (Self-Assembled Monolayers) were prepared from mixtures of

hydrophobic (SH-C16) and hydrophilic (SH-C16OH) terminated thiols, which allows the

interfacial energy of the surfaces to be changed in a systematic way. The thiols were chosen

since their monolayer film-formation are highly reproducible 129. Moreover, in paper II, a

range of surfaces is used: hydrophilic silica, hydrophobized silica (using

dimethyldichlorosilane), hydrophobized gold surfaces (using 10-thiodecane and 16-

thiohexadecane). The surface roughness and contact angles of these surfaces are carefully

defined in section 6.2.

In the pin on disc studies in section 6.4 mainly steel surfaces are used, where a standard

ball bearing has a surface roughness of Ra = 10 nm, Rq = 13 nm (0.35 mm X 0.26 mm), a

polished steel disc has a surface roughness of Ra = 30 nm, Rq = 50 nm (0.35 mm X 0.26 mm)

and a steel ball with a diameter of 50mm have a surface roughness of Ra = 20 nm, Rq = 30 nm

(0.35 mm X 0.26 mm). Moreover, the glass surfaces (microscopy slides) used for pin on disc

measurements in section 6.4 have a surface roughness of Ra = 1 nm, Rq = 2 nm (0.35 mm X

0.26 mm) and the SiN ball bearing a surface roughness of Ra = 1.1 nm, Rq = 1.3 nm (0.35 mm

X 0.26 mm).

Gold surfaces with a surface roughnees of Ra = 3 Å, Rq = 4 Å (0.35 mm X 0.26 mm)

were used in paper VI for the AFM measurements. Also, in the AFM measurements a

spherical tungsten particle was attached to the canti-lever.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter a summary of the main findings of the thesis work is given. In section

6.1 the different assembly structures formed in a mixed surfactant system of DDAB and

DTAB are carefully determined by the use of both neutron scattering and light scattering

equipment. These results are a starting point for a coming publication, where the aim is to

further link the surfactant solution structure and CPP (as obtained from SANS measurements)

to shear behaviour. Also, these results support the discussion in paper V.

In section 6.2 and section 6.3, results from studies of surfactant adsorption on both

hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces are summarized. In addition, results from a comparison

of the adsorbed amount as determined from two different techniques, ellipsometry and QCM,

is shown. The intention of using the QCM was to try to explore the possibility of

characterizing visco-elastic properties of thin surfactant films. The use of substrates with

different hydrophobicity was used as a simple way of changing the surfactant self-assembly

structure on the surfaces.

In section 6.4 an attempt is made in order to correlate surfactant assembly structure to

frictional properties as probed by the pin on disc apparatus. Chapter 6.5 deals with a

characterization of visco-elastic properties of thin cationic surfactant films using the T-SFA.

Section 6.6 and 6.8 show results from systematic variations of the surfactants CPP in relation

to film forming ability and frictional properties of thin surfactant layers. Moreover, the results

discussed in section 6.7 show the appearance of shear-induced-structures at surfaces as

evidenced from T-SFA measurements.
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6.1 Surfactant bulk properties

-Association of a single and double chain cationic surfactant

In the present study, which is not yet published, we have conducted SANS

measurements on DTAB-rich surfactant aggregates formed in mixtures of DTAB

(Dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide) and DDAB (Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide),

i.e. two cationic surfactants, one single C12 chain and one double C12 chain in dilute samples

of D2O. We have measured samples with molar fractions of: X = DDAB/([DTAB]+[DDAB])

= 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30 for the following values of the overall concentrations

([DTAB] + [DDAB]): 7.5 15 and 30 mM. The measurements at 7.5 and 15 mM were

complemented with static light scattering (SLS) measurements in order to get data in the low

q-range (due to the formation of large structures). In the following, results from model fits of

the 30 mM and 15 mM surfactant solutions are given. The two-axial and tri-axial model fits

give a χ 2  parameter of 1.7-7, whereas the χ 2  parameter is much higher for the combined fits

where light scattering data are included (combined model of vesicles and bilayers, see below),

typically a χ 2  parameter around 20 is obtained. This is a result of the much better statistics of

the light scattering data as compared to the SANS data.

In Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2 the results from model fits of the scattering data are shown. For

small amounts of DDAB in DTAB rich micelles, i.e. for 30 mM (Fig. 6.1) XDDAB = 0 and 0.05,

oblate micelles are formed. Upon increasing the amount of DDAB [XDDAB = 0.1-0.25] the

micelles become elongated tablets rather than oblate ellipsoids (fitted using a tri-axial model).

At DDAB fractions of XDDAB = 0-0.25, the half axes related to thickness and width of the

micelles are observed to have constant dimensions of a = 17 Å and b = 22 Å. As expected, the

length of the micelles increases, resulting in a growth from c = 30 to 80 Å.

The concentration of free DTAB monomer is much higher than that of DDAB in all the

samples in this study. Upon dilution at a fixed composition, the DDAB fraction will increase

in the aggregates. This results in a growth of the micelles, for example XDDAB = 0.1 give an

increase from, c = 33 to 58 Å, when diluted from 30 mM (Fig. 6.1) to 15 mM (Fig. 6.2).
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Fig. 6.1 Results from two-axial and tri-axial fits of 30 mM DDAB/DTAB D20 solutions,

XDDAB = DDAB/([DTAB]+[DDAB]) = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30. The unfilled

circles represent the half-axes, a , related to the thickness, the filled circles represent, b ,

related to the width and the unfilled triangles represents, c , which is related to the length of

the micelles.

Furthermore, at a total surfactant concentration of 15 mM (Fig 6.2), in between XDDAB =

0.1 and XDDAB = 0.15, a structural transition is observed. The latter data (above XDDAB = 0.15)

could only be fitted by assuming a certain amount of lamellar sheets in addition to vesicles,

such a solution structure has also been observed in a previous study on SDS/DDAB

aggregates 120. The vesicle fraction within these samples is found to be in the interval of 0.3-

0.7 and the relative standard deviation of the vesicle size is large, around 0.7, for all samples.

A further increase of the DDAB content results in a growth of both bilayers and vesicles. At

XDDAB  = 0.3, there is a dramatic transition from a vesicle dominated structure to excess of

bilayers.
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Fig. 6.2 Results from model fits of 15 mM DDAB/DTAB D20 solutions, XDDAB =

DDAB/([DTAB]+[DDAB]) = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30. Below XDDAB = 0.10, a

tri-axial fit is employed, except for XDDAB=0 where a two-axial fit is used. The unfilled circles

represent the half-axes, a , related to the thickness, the filled circles represent, b , related to

the width and the unfilled triangles represents, c , which is related to the length of the

micelles. Above XDDAB = 0.10, a combined model of vesicles (the vesicle radius is represented

by a rhomb) and bilayer (the half bilayer thickness is represented by triangles) is used.

The results clearly show the effect of adding DDAB to a DTAB system, whereby

increasing the CPP of the total system. This results in formation of surfactant assemblies with

lower curvature, such as vesicles and bilayers. Further, it is noted that the vesicles formed in

the DTAB/DDAB system are in the same size as for DTAB/SDS (350-560 Å) 119 and much

larger than for SDS/DDAB (80-120 Å) 120.
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6.2 Surfactant adsorption

-A comparative study of results from the quartz crystal microbalance and the

ellipsometer

The main purpose of the study in paper II was to compare results obtained with the two

different techniques QCM and ellipsometry, mainly considering the determination of the

adsorbed amount. Both techniques are suitable to follow in-situ kinetics of surfactant

adsorption onto surfaces, and provide quantitative values of the adsorbed amount at different

surfaces. The benefits of ellipsometry are its simplicity and the fact that it is very rapid and

non-destructive. This makes it possible to study the kinetics of both adsorption and desorption

of surfactants at surfaces. From ellipsometry raw data, it is straightforward to obtain the

adsorbed amount for a given surfactant, whereas the evaluation of the QCM results is not

straightforward.

In order to verify the similarity of the substrates employed using the two different

techniques, surface properties, such as surface roughness and contact angles were determined

as displayed in Table 6.1. A comparison of the surface roughness parameters and contact

angles of the substrates used, show that the different hydrophobic substrates for ellipsometer

and QCM studies can be regarded to be similar. Likewise, the different hydrophilic substrates

are similar.

Table 6.1 Surface roughness and contact angles for hydrophobic and hydrophilic QCM

and ellipsometry surfaces.

Surface Ra [nm] Rq/Ra Contact angle

ellipsometer silica 1.0±0.1 1.3±0.3 <20°

ellipsometer silane

(dimethyldichlorosilane)

1.1±0.2 1.5±0.5 98°+/- 1°

QCM silica 1.3±0.1 1.5±0.3 <20°

QCM silane

(dimethyldichlorosilane)

1.0±0.1 1.4±0.3

QCM C16-SH 1.2±0.1 3±1 100°+/-2

QCM C10-SH 1.2±0.1 3±1 91±3
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In Table 6.2 the adsorbed amount of a nonionic surfactant (C14EO6) on the different

surfaces using the two different techniques is displayed. Clearly, the frequency shift as

obtained from the QCM experiments results in an overestimation of the adsorbed mass, in this

study ca 73 % for the hydrophobic substrate and almost twice (100 %) for the hydrophilic

surface. We suggest that this is attributed to two different effects, water that is coupled to the

adsorbed layer due to hydration of the polar region of the surfactant, and secondly water that

for other reasons are trapped within the adsorbed layer. In paper II we define the concept of

trapped and bound water respectively.

Table 6.2 Adsorbed amount of C14EO6 on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces as

determined from the QCM and ellipsometry techniques.

Moreover, we wanted to investigate to what extent different surface structures

determine the magnitude of the dissipation factor. In particular, monolayer and bilayer surface

aggregates can be expected to display different visco-elastic behaviour. However, the

adsorbed layers on both the hydrophilic (bilayer/aggregate adsorption) and hydrophobic

substrates (monolayer adsorption) show a small and similar value of the dissipation values as

scaled by the frequency shift i.e. per unit mass (see paper II). Thus, we conclude that the

dissipation parameter is insufficient in describing the visco-elastic character of thin surfactant

films and other effects than viscoelastic losses in the adsorbed layer determines the energy

dissipation rate. These findings are also confirmed by results in paper VI, where the spacer

length of a gemini surfactant is systematically varied, where no dramatic changes in

dissipation (∆D = 0.5 ± 0.1*10-6). Possible this can be explained by the large amount of

trapped/bound water.

Surface Adsorbed

amount [mg/m2]

ellipsometer silica  2.12 ± 0.10

ellipsometer silane 1.58 ± 0.10

QCM silane  2.73 ± 0.06

QCM silica  4.25 ± 0.24

QCM C16-SH  2.90 ± 0.12

QCM C10-SH  2.85 ± 0.24
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6.3 Surfactant structures at solid surfaces

-Increased surfactant packing at solid surfaces by modifying the surface hydrophobicity

Functionalized SAMs (Self-Assembled Monolayers) were prepared from mixtures of

hydrophobic (SH-C16) and hydrophilic (SH-C16OH) terminated thiols, which allowed the

interfacial energy of the gold substrates to be changed in a systematic way. The prepared thiol

surfaces were used as substrates for adsorption of a cationic, (DTAB,

Dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide) and a non-ionic (C12EO8, Octa-(ethylene oxide) mono

n-dodecyl ether) surfactant. It is expected that surfactant adsorption at a hydrophilic surface

gives a micellar surface structure, whereas a monolayer is formed at the hydrophobic

substrate. The use of thiols provide a simple way of changing the adsorbed surface structure,

thereby we obtain a means of correlating the surface structure to visco-elastic properties of the

surfactant layer.

It is observed that by increasing the fraction of methyl groups at the substrate the

adsorption of both cationic and nonionic surfactant is increased, in agreement with

expectations. The transition between a micellar and monolayer surface structure is observed at

25 to 50 % of surface coverage of SH-C16 groups (Fig. 6.3a and 6.3b).

         

                  (a)      (b)

Fig. 6.3 Frequency shift (third overtone) and adsorbed amount for (a) 1.2 CMC DTAB and

(b) 1.2 CMC C12EO8  , from QCM measurements.
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Furthermore, the dissipation for DTAB and C12EO8
 is shown in Fig. 6.4a and Fig. 6.4b.

In Fig. 6.4a it is seen that there is a slight increase in dissipation due to DTAB adsorption

upon increasing the fraction of SH-C16 groups at the surface. Note the high dissipation for

DTAB as compared to the nonionic surfactant, C12EO8
 (which is a much larger molecule).

We attribute this result to the coupling between the charged surfactant layer and the

oppositely charged diffuse double layer (resulting in an increase in the energy dissipation

rate), for a detailed discussion see paper I. Furthermore, we were unable to resolve any

changes in dissipation factor as only arising from a structure change at the surface, in

agreement with results in paper II (as already commented on in section 6.2) and paper VI.

                (a)                               (b)

Fig. 6.4 Dissipation change upon adsorption of (a) 1.2 CMC DTAB and (b) 1.2 CMC C12EO8

, from QCM measurements.

The incorporation of the counter-ion in the adsorbed layer makes it difficult to calculate

the actual area per molecule from QCM measurements. The reason is that it is impossible to

determine the exact degree of association of the counter-ions at the surface, however an

estimation can be made, see discussions in paper I and VI. We note that also water contributes

to the sensed mass, which is another reason why the area/surfactant can not be accurately

extracted from QCM measurements.
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6.4 Frictional properties of surfactant assemblies at surfaces

Different formulations of water based liquid crystalline systems have been characterized

in terms of macroscopic frictional properties using the pin on disc rig. One purpose was to

determine whether it is possible to predict the macroscopic frictional behaviour from the

surfactant assembly structure in bulk solution (paper III). In charged surfactant system, the

formation of lamellar structures is facilitated by the addition of long chain alcohols, thus

increasing the CPP of the system towards unity. Therefore, the effects of different alcohols on

the assembly structure formed from the combined system, CTAB and different alcohols in

aqueous solution were studied. The total concentration of alcohol and surfactant was kept

constant at 30 wt% and the ratio between the surfactant and alcohol was varied.

It is noted that the nature of the alcohol determines the wear in the system. In particular,

it is shown that the wear increases in the following order, n-hexanol<cyclohexanol<benzyl

alcohol. Also, the adsorption strength is expected to follow the same trend, as a result of

stronger interaction between the benzene ring of the benzyl alcohol with the surface than the

cyclohexyl ring with the surface. It is suggested that the adsorption lowers the energy for

crack propagation resulting in a larger wear. This phenomenon is known as the Rebinder

effect 130.

In addition, frictional properties of mixtures of cationic and anionic surfactants were

investigated. It is shown that mixtures of cationic and anionic surfactants display a highly

oscillating frictional behaviour (see Table 6.3), whereas a slight excess of either type of

surfactant gives a lubricating film. The results are interpreted as a result of complex formation

of the two surfactants in solution, whereupon the transportation of new surfactant complexes

to the surface is slow and thus results in poor lubrication. The absence of a lubricating film

can also be an effect of low monomer concentration in solution.

The results show that it is not possible to predict the macroscopic friction behaviour

form the bulk assembly structure alone. The surface roughness and the slight corrosiveness of

CTAB are believed to affect the film formation and thus friction and wear behaviour.
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Table 6.3 Friction coefficients and wear results for mixtures of cationic and anionic surfactant

solutions (2.5 wt%) from pin on disc measurements. Measurement conditions, applied load: 8

N, rotational speed: 3 rpm (corresponding to 5.3 mm/s), and the duration of the friction test:

60 min, steel surfaces (defined in paper III).

CTAB SOS Phase in
bulk

n(CTAB)/
n(SOBS)

µmax

mean value
µend

mean
value

Wear
volume

  103 3µm
2.25 0.25 Rodlike 0.09 0.25 0.22 120

1.75 0.75 Rodlike+L 0.3 oscillating oscillating 370

1.35 1.15 Vesicles+L 0.7 oscillating oscillating 370

0.75 1.75 Vesicles 1.9 0.1 0.1 200

Results from friction measurements using a cationic surfactant series (C12 hydrocarbon

chain), is shown in Table 6.4. It is evident that all surfactants behave very similar, both in

terms of friction coefficients and wear. Comparing DDAB and DTAB, DDAB has a higher

CPP than DTAB and it is thus expected that DDAB should display lower friction coefficient

than DTAB, but this is not observed. Comparing the geminis, 13-3-12 and 12-8-12 it is

expected that the 12-3-12 should give lower friction properties than 12-8-12. However, no

trends in friction coefficients upon changing the CPP of the system can be observed for these

systems.

Table 6.4 Friction coefficients for a series of 1.2 CMC C12 chain cationic surfactants from

constant load pin on disc measurements, using a steel ball with radius of 50 mm (Hardness,

HV 292 ) and a polished standard disc (the surface roughness is defined in section 5.2).

Measurement conditions, applied load: 8 N, rotational speed = 30 rpm and the duration of the

friction test is 30 min (Vanja Kene is thanked for experimental assistance).

Surfactant Friction

coefficient

2C12 DDAB 0.42 ± 0.05

C12 DTAB 0.47 ± 0.05

12-3-12 0.44 ± 0.05

12-8-12 0.48 ± 0.05
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However, by exchanging the steel surfaces to inert, smooth substrates such as a glass

disc and a silicon nitride ball bearing (Hardness, HV 1600), the result is different (the surface

roughness is defined in section 5.2). It is seen that upon reducing the roughness and possibly

corrosion effects, it is straightforward to resolve the changes in friction in terms of packing at

the surface, as displayed in Table 6.5. This is an important result, since this makes the pin on

disc suitable for large systematic friction series, providing that the surfaces are smooth and

inert. Moreover, the observed trend, relating the spacer length of a gemini surfactant to the

frictional properties of the surfactant layer (in this case observed using the pin on disc), is in

agreement with observations made using the AFM on the same gemini surfactants in paper

VI. In the latter AFM study a systematic change of the spacer, s is made (12-s-12), where s =

3, 6, 8 and 12 (see section 6.8).

Table 6.5 Friction coefficients for two gemini cationic surfactants (glass disc and SiN ball

bearing) from constant load pin on disc measurements. Measurement conditions, applied load

= 8 N, rotational speed = 30 rpm and the duration of the test is 30 min.

Surfactant Friction
coefficient

12-3-12 0.05 ± 0.01

12-6-12 0.10 ± 0.01

6.5 Viscoelastic measurement of thin surfactant films

In paper IV, we were interested in determining if it was possible to resolve changes of

packing of surfactants at surfaces in terms of visco-elastic properties of a thin surfactant film

using the T-SFA. In particular, a cationic surfactant with a salicylate counter-ion was

investigated. The packing density at the surface was changed by an addition of salt and

thereby reducing the head-group repulsion. This, in turn, results in a decreased curvature of

the surfactant aggregates whereupon more oblate or cylindrical structures are created.

In Fig. 6.5 it is clearly shown that it is straightforward to quantify the differences in

elasticity moduli arising from the different packing conditions of the surfactant.
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In both systems (with and without added salt) the shear moduli are constant at

separations larger than the force barriers (approx. 15 and 60 Å) and the elastic contribution

(G’) dominates over the loss contribution. Further the more dense film (surfactant plus salt)

gives an higher elasticity modulus as expected.

Fig. 6.5 Oscillatory measurements at a constant frequency of 10 Hz. The effect of surface

separation on the shear moduli for 0.15 mM C16TASal and 0.15 mM C16TASal + 0.01 M

NaSal is shown.

6.6 Relation between surface structure and frictional properties

In paper V the objective was to (i) investigate the importance of the inherent ability of

surfactants to form liquid crystalline structures for the lubrication properties and (ii) study the

effect of surfactant molecular packing at the surface. The first objective was accomplished by

comparison of a single and double chain surfactant, as the double-chain surfactant is more

prone to form liquid crystalline structures (shown in section 6.1) as reflected in the higher

critical packing parameter, CPP, value 44. Varying the proportion of single and double chain

surfactant at the surfaces accomplished the second objective. The surfactants used were a

single chain, Dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) surfactant and the doubled chain

analogue, Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB). In this study the film-formation

capacity of the surfactant system is studied under full-film conditions using the EHD-rig.
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The results in Fig. 6.6 show that the surfactants form much thicker films under dynamic

shearing conditions as compared to static conditions (displayed in Table 6.6). Furthermore, a

solution of 0.15 x CMC DDAB form films with a thickness of 600-800 Å at rolling speeds

above 0.1 m/s, whereas a solution of 1.5 x CMC DTAB form films, that are 60-80 Å thick, at

rolling speeds above 0.01 m/s (Fig. 6.6). However, above 1 m/s the system displays the same

properties as water. It is thus evident that the DDAB surfactant forms an induced structure

during shear, with good load carrying capabilities. This finding is remarkable considering the

very low surfactant concentration used.

Fig. 6.6. Results from the fully flooded EHD-rig. Film thickness vs. rolling speed for

solutions of 0.15 x CMC DDAB (unfilled circles) and 1.5 x CMC DTAB (filled circles),

respectively. The central film thickness of water was calculated for the elastic-isoviscous

lubrication regime using the Hooke equation (see paper V) and displayed as a solid line.

Table 6.6 Film thickness, h, results from SFA measurements for the different micellar

compositions at 0.3 x CMC.

xDTAB
s h [Å]

0 60

0.3 15
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The shear-induced structure also relaxes into the original state approximately 10-15

minutes after the shear has been stopped, as displayed in Fig. 6.7. In addition, it is shown that

the good film forming capacity is destroyed completely upon an addition of small amounts of

single chain surfactant, DTAB in the DDAB system.

Fig. 6.7 Relaxation-experiment in the non-fully flooded EHD-rig. Film-thickness vs. time for

solutions of 0.15 x CMC DDAB (unfilled circles) and 0.3 x CMC, xDTAB
s = 0 3. , (filled circles)

after stopping shear.

Furthermore, it is also observed that a similar static film thickness is obtained both from

the SFA measurements and the EHD-rig (Table 6.6 and Table 6.7). Hence, there are good

reasons to suggest that the surfactant layers formed on the mica surfaces (in the SFA) and on

the steel/silica surfaces used in the EHD-rig are rather similar.

Table 6.7 Static film thickness, h, after EHD relaxation measurements on 0.15 x CMC,

xDTAB
s = 0, CMC= 0.08 mM and 0.3 x CMC, xDTAB

s = 0 3. , CMC =4.4 mM at equilibrium.

xDTAB
s h [Å]

0 59

0.3 20
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6. 7 Shear-induced-structures as probed by the T-SFA

Shear-induced-structures in the DDAB system have also been observed in the

tribological surface force apparatus, as displayed in Fig. 6.8 (in addition to the results in Fig.

6.6 from the EHD-rig). Upon compression of the surfactant structure both before and after

shear, a set of oscillations or jumps are observed, where each jump represents the removal of

an organized surfactant layer. Furthermore, the thickness of each oscillation corresponds to

the thickness of the individual surfactant layer. First, it is noted that the thickness of the shear-

induced film is much larger than the range of the surfactant equilibrium structure (before

shear). Second, we note that the thickness of the shear-induced film is of the same order as for

the EHD experiments in paper V. However, in the T-SFA measurements the lifetime of the

structure is longer than in the EHD experiments. Possibly, this can be explained as a result of

longer relaxation time in the SFA measurements, due to a concentration effect.

Fig. 6.8 Normal forces for aqueous solution of 0.5% DDAB, before (unfilled symbol) and

after shear (filled symbol).

Moreover, in paper IV, we show that a cationic surfactant, CTASal, forms new

aggregates at surfaces after shearing, illustrated in Fig. 6.9 131. From the force curve it is

observed that the force barrier shifts towards a thicker film after shearing at high pressure.

These results suggest that the aggregate structure at the surface has changed and the data can

be interpreted as being due to a rotation of bilayers from first being parallel to surface (force
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barrier at 20 Å), to being perpendicular to the surface (force barrier at 200 Å). The latter

observation is in agreement with observations on associated structures in bulk solution 51.

It should be emphasized that this phenomenon is highly interesting for applications of

shear in boundary regimes; instead of displaying shear thinning at high contact pressures a

thicker film is induced after the shear has stopped.

Fig. 6.9 Normal forces before (unfilled symbols) and after shear (filled symbols) for aqueous

solution of 0.15 mM CTASal.

Thus, shearing may either result in a speed-up of the molecular transport process towards

an equilibrium structure or shear may induce formation of an alternative surfactant aggregate

structure at the surface that is not in equilibrium with the solution. This shear-induced

structure is a metastable state, in analogy to the various metastable phases that can be found in

amorphous solids.
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6.8 Relation between CPP and frictional properties - A systematic study

The main purpose of the study in paper VI was to further investigate whether the

molecular packing of surfactants, which for surfactants can be estimated by the critical

packing parameter, CPP, can be correlated with frictional properties of thin surfactant films.

The surfactants of choice where a series of cationic gemini surfactants, where a systematic

change of the molecular packing is obtained by changing the length of the spacer group

separating the two single surfactant chains.

The frictional properties were characterized by using AFM and the results from friction-

load measurements between a tungsten particle and a gold surface in 2 mM dimeric surfactant

aqueous solution is shown in Fig. 6.10. It is observed that a longer spacer group results in an

increased friction force for a given applied load. Furthermore, at higher loads (above 80 nN) it

is possible to remove the surfactant layer, which results in very high friction (not shown).

However the high friction force at high loads assures that it is the properties of the film that

are probed at lower loads in Fig. 6.10.

Fig. 6.10 Friction-load measurements between a tungsten particle and a gold surface in a 2

mM dimeric surfactant aqueous solution. Mean values of friction force as a function of spacer

length for a series of gemini surfactants 12-s-12, where results for s = 3, 6, 8 and 12 are

displayed. The error bars indicate the spread in the results.
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The results can be understood by a comparison of the adsorbed amount and friction

properties. In Fig. 6.11 results from both adsorption measurements (QCM) and friction

measurements (AFM) are plotted in the same figure. It is obvious from Fig. 6.11 that there is

a clear relation between surfactant packing at the surface and frictional properties of thin

surfactant films.

Fig. 6.11 Friction coefficients (filled symbols, from data in Fig 6.10) and adsorbed amount

(unfilled symbols), including associated water, for 2 mM of aqueous gemini surfactants (12-s-

12) solutions on gold surfaces. The error bars indicate the spread in the results.

Moreover, the packing density of surfactants at the surface, expressed as area per

surfactant is shown in Table 6.8, where the area per surfactant, a  [Å2] in a bilayer or micellar

layer is calculated from the frequency shift using:

2

3
1015 15

a

f

M
C NMHz

QCM A= − × (4.21)

where, f MHz15 , is the frequency change deduced from the first overtone, [Hz], M  is the molar

weight of the surfactant, 12-s-12, with counter-ions included, [629-755 g/mol], CQCM  is a

constant, 0.177 [mg/m2Hz], NA is the Avogadro’s constant, and a bilayer/micellar layer at the
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surface is accounted for by multiplying the area per surfactant with a factor of 2 . A correction

for associated water has not been done. Such a correction would increase the area/surfactant.

Table 6.8 Area per surfactant versus spacer length for a series of gemini surfactants, 12-s-12,

where results from s = 3, 6, 8 and 12 are displayed. The surfactant concentration was in all

cases 2 mM. The area per surfactant is calculated from the frequency shift displayed using eq.

4.21 and assumes a bilayer adsorption model.

gemini Area per surfactant [Å]

12-3-12 106 ± 2

12-6-12 131 ± 8

12-8-12 140 ± 4

12-12-12 171 ± 6

From the results in Table 6.8 we suggest that the CPP will decrease with increasing

spacer, i.e., CPP 12-3-12 > CPP 12-12-12.

The frictional results can be interpreted using two models. In the first model, the

behaviour can be explained in terms of the rigidity of the layer, where for s = 3 there is a

laterally tightly packed layer, with high resistance against compression and thereby giving

rise to a low friction force, whereas longer spacer groups result in less rigid layers and thus a

higher friction force. In the other model, the high friction force observed for longer spacers is

a result of the formation of defects, holes, in the lubricating film. This, in analogy to the

theory of thin film stability for emulsions, as proposed by Kabalnov and Wennerström 132.

Small holes will prevent structuring in layers and act as destabilizers of the lubricating

surfactant film. Thus it is expected that both film-forming ability and film stability increases

when CPP increases towards unity (Fig. 6.12). The hole-formation is facilitated as the CPP of

the surfactant system decreases. The gemini, 12-12-12 has a lower CPP than 12-3-12 and is

therefore more prone to form small hole like structures, which will rupture the lubricating

film.
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Fig. 6.12 Film stability vs. CPP.

From an application point of view, these results lead us to make a recommendation for

choosing surfactants in a certain lubrication formulation. A surfactant, which has a capability

to form structures with a CPP close to one is expected to work good in a formulation.

However, there might be limitations concerning the corrosiveness of the surfactant destroying

the effect of good packing and high resistance against compression. The surfactant - surface

affinity is also expected to play a role.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This thesis comprises six papers dealing with static and dynamic surfactant adsorption

phenomena at solid surfaces and a set of techniques, providing complementary information,

have been employed. In particular, surfactant adsorption phenomena have been carefully

investigated using the QCM and the ellipsometer. The evaluation of the QCM-data has

proven to be difficult due to several effects. Counter-ion effects, surface roughness,

trapped/bound water are parameters that play an important role in the evaluation of the data

and the quantification of these effects based on QCM-data alone is virtually impossible. Thus,

it is recommended to interpret QCM-data for surfactant systems with care. In particular it is

shown that the QCM dramatically overestimates the adsorbed amount, for C14EO6 surfactant

by a factor of two.

Furthermore, a set of frictional techniques has been employed for characterizing the

dynamic behaviour of thin surfactant films, such as: pin on disc, T-SFA (tribological surface

force apparatus), EHD-rig (elastohydrodynamic rig) and AFM (atomic force microscope). All

techniques show advantages and disadvantages for surfactant shear experiments and this

matter is discussed in detail. The major limitation is possibly the lack of monitoring the actual

restructuring during shear, since only indirect information, such as film thickness, is given.

Thin films can display very different properties compared to thick film lubrication, as

has been shown in previous work. Especially since surface active additives often plays an

important role in wear reduction at surfaces. Within the field of tribology, there are still

unsolved challenges in order to link solution properties to frictional behaviour at surfaces. i.e.

to identify parameters which control the shear behaviour at interfaces. On the contrary, the

full-film lubrication (thick films relative to the surface roughness) is well understood. Today,

it is clear how bulk properties of the oil, such as viscosity, affect the film forming capacity

(temperature and pressure dependent). When approaching a film thickness close to the

dimensions of the surface roughness the problem is far more complex. In this work the effect

of surface roughness is limited by the choice of smooth surfaces, such as mica (Ra less than 1

Å). Also, chemical reactions often occur in real contacts whereas this is avoided here, by

using inert surfaces such as mica, gold and tungsten.
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This work clearly demonstrates that the field of nanotribology has to be further

explored. It is shown that under certain conditions, multi-layered structures are formed, with

high potential for further exploration, not only for industrial applications but also out of an

academic interest. Such structures will promote the transition to full-film lubrication and

thereby prevent wear of materials. In future studies it is also important to determine in which

“measurement window” these induced structures form. It is quite clear that there must be a

threshold in roughness of the underlying surface where layered structures are prevented to

form, as indicated by the results in section 6.4. This latter statement is also supported by

observations of oscillatory forces, where concentration effects 133, small amount of certain

additives (or contaminants) 134 - 136 totally change both the normal and friction forces.

It is proposed that the tendency to form layered surfactant assemblies and thereby

forming low frictional films can be predicted simply from the CPP, critical packing parameter

describing the balance between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic part of the surfactant.
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8. IMPACT OF RESEARCH

8.1 Potential of using aqueous surfactant solutions as lubricants

It is not surprising that there is an increasing demand for development of water-based

lubricants. An obvious advantage for applications such as in mining and hot metal areas is the

fire resistance of water. When considering the costs connected to the prevention of cleaning

up environmental contamination, water systems are outstanding. Furthermore, an improved

safety for workers because of non-toxicity and non-flammable properties are of course also

significant. However, aqueous solutions as lubricants require that a range of problems have to

be overcome, such as corrosion, cavitation problems and high wear and friction between

sliding parts. In terms of corrosion reduction, the problems can be avoided by the use of more

inert materials such as polymers, stainless steel and ceramics. Cavitation problems can be

avoided by changing the flow profile in accordance with the physical properties of water,

which also has been a successful way to use water in hydraulic systems as developed by

NessieTM. Further, aqueous systems often have problems with bacterial growth, which can be

significantly reduced by addition of cationic surfactants that act as bactericides.

The evolution of water technology especially applied to hydraulic systems spans about

two decades. The performance of existing systems might actually be substantially improved

by the use of lamellar liquid crystals as lubricating entities.
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Upon entering a new area, such as tribology, it was a challenge not to get distracted by

too many very interesting, unsolved problems within the field. Therefore, this work has

resulted in a couple of ideas that I would have hoped to find an answer to. Below, I try to

summarize some ideas and interesting approaches within the field.

I would like to see a systematic study on how surface finish parameters prevent film

formation, since aqueous surfactant films generally are thin and comparable to the size of the

roughness (and even smaller). A lowering of the surface roughness is expected to give better

surfactant performance, resulting in better load carrying films and less friction and wear. In

addition, by the choice of smooth ceramic surfaces the corrosiveness of the surfactant to the

surface might be reduced.

It would also be of value to follow up the study on gemini surfactants as lubricants (in

paper VI) by using the EHD-rig. This in order to establish a clear relationship between

properties such as CPP in relation to the film forming capacity under full-film conditions.

Furthermore, it is of interest to study the replenishment of liquid crystalline material in an

EHD contact. The hypothesis is that those type of assemblies have good load carrying

capabilities, comparable to mineral oil, but have the disadvantage of a grease, having slow

replenishment, which leads to a starved contact and thus wear of the sliding surfaces occurs. It

should be possible to identify a window where both criteria are fulfilled, viz. where the load

carrying properties are sufficient and the relaxation is fast enough to reform the assemblies in

the contact.

I would also like to see a comparison of the rheological model used for the T-SFA with

QCM in the different frequency regimes and different amplitudes of shear. Some modeling

and theoretical work is also needed to fully understand the thin film rheology, especially some

peculiar behaviour at higher frequencies as observed using the T-SFA.

To further explore frictional AFM measurements combined with adsorption studies

using the QCM is worthwhile. This enables a variety of substrates to be studied. Furthermore,

I would like to explore the tribo-chemistry using surface characterization techniques such as

XPS, IR on the tribofilms after friction experiments using the AFM.
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Tribological measurements on the mixtures of single and double chain surfactant in

order to further link the surfactant solution structure (as obtained from the SANS

measurements) to shear behaviour. Furthermore extending the measurement on the same

surfactant system to rheo-SANS, X-ray shear cell and surface-SANS.

My last suggestion is to use vesicles as lubricating delivery units. Solubilizing certain

additives inside the vesicles, with the possibility of using the leakage and breaking of vesicles

upon shear to deliver the additive to the tribosurfaces.
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